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EH 9 BLM magic Electric Breaker, 230V, SDS-max
Item Number: 0008732

Additional Advantages
 

No wear at all: non-contact rpm setting. 
Consistent and concentrated performance in hard and soft materials due to the new high-tech percussion
system. 
Undoubtedly safer operation for the user due to the uniquebuilt-in converter: automatic voltage-matching
protects against under- and over-voltages. 
The work becomes less tiring thanks to the individually adjustable Pro-Ergo® handle system: Quick and
easy shifting of the holding position during the work means more can be done in the same time. Naturally,
we also offer a standard handle by request. 
Optionally can be equipped with SDS-max (BLM) or hexagonal tool shank (BL). 

EH 9 BLM
magic

Maintenance-free time is money!

>> The innovative magic drilling and chiseling
hammers save money because they lose no
time due to maintenance and failures: The
three-phase AC motor means that there is no
changing of worn-out carbon brushes. Failures
due to burnt-out windings in the rotor of the
motor are likewise a thing of the past. On the
other hand, the built-in frequency inverter is a
very useful feature, since it means that magic
electric hammers can be plugged in to a
standard mains socket.  <<
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Description Metric Imperial
L x w x h (without tool) 620 x 105 x 245 mm 24.4 x 4.1 x 9.6 in

Shipping size (length) 765 mm 30.1 in

Shipping size (width) 165 mm 16.5 in

Shipping size (hight) 450 mm 17.7 in

Weight without tool 10,7 kg 23.6 lb

Shipping weight (including packaging) 17,3 kg 38.1 lb

Shank SDS-max mm SDS-max in

Percussion rate (adjustable) 1.300 - 2.150 1/min 1,300 - 2,150 blows/min

Single stroke impact 19 (1,9) J (mkp) 14 ft lb/blow

Drive engine three-phase induction motor with inverter in series for alternating current 50/60 Hz with
protective insulation

Voltage 220 - 240 1~ V 220 - 240 1~ V

Rated current 7,5 A 7.5 A

Power draw (required generator output: 3,3 kW) 1,38 kW 1.85 hp

Percussion system air-cushioned percussion system

Sound power level conforming to EC guideline 84/537/EEC 94 dB(A) 94 dB(A)

Standard Package - EH 9 BLM magic

incl. 5 m supply cable, non-jamming chisel, injection-moulded carrycase with tool compartments,
grease gun with 180 cm<sup>3</sup> grease, instruction book and EC-Conformity Certificate

Please refer to our Price List and Ordering Guide for complete accessory information.
Specifications may change due to continuous product development. Users are advised to consult Wacker Neuson's Operator's Manual and
website for specific information regarding the engine power rating. Actual power output may vary due to conditions of specific use.
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